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FOREWORD

A telephone call from Darke Peak, 530 kilometres from

quickly explored and transposed into textile work, and

been repeatedly asked by women and feminists over the

Adelaide, the home of the President of the South

indigenous plant materials were used to weave baskets.

last 100 years in Australia.

Australian Country Women’s Association, confirmed

It is interesting to note that in 1953 new technology in

Roslyn Schumann’s interest and willingness for the South

the form of television was featured on a quilt made by

was deplored for many years, women’s domestic arts and

Australian Country Women’s Association to be involved

SACWA members.

crafts were undervalued. However, women had chosen

Just as Aboriginal work that was not purely traditional

in this project. The SACWA has a 72 year history and its

The craft items made by the CWA recorded events

the arts and crafts to express something of their lives and

reasons for existence are not connected to the art world

and were documentary-like in their absorption of condi-

happily these crafts also allowed exploration not possible

but to the larger world of issues that touch the lives of

tions in Australia. CWA members were not attempting

in the fine art world.

its members, such as human rights concerns, welfare and

to enter the art world and so were not restrained by

the environment.

painterly traditions or having to meet the demands asso-

these crafts in a different light, and to see their personal

ciated with galleries or critics.

as well as historical significance - for example, the way

However, this project asks for consideration of other

Through feminism it has become possible to view

Because there was a tradition of thriftiness amongst

in which textile techniques carried through generations

in the everyday domestic environment, humanising and

CWA women, materials were a free-for-all. Hence the

may form part of the ‘language’ of a work. Richly loaded

ritualising daily life. Often known as the domestic arts,

array of rag rugs, mats, quilts, baskets and all manner of

with significance, these forms carry a subtle weight of

this great array of arts and craft skills are central to many

useful domestic items made of recycled materials, such as

meaning immediately evident to all women.

CWA organisations.

boxes sewn together with tubing or ribbon, featuring

streams of the CWA's activities - work that is familiar

SACWA craftwork is sold to raise funds for the needy

images collected from magazines of the day. It was

In her essay Stephanie Radok describes how art works
slowly through revelation, rather than by illustration.

or to send overseas to assist where necessary. The work is

acceptable for women to spend time on these ‘home

The contemporary women artists in this project pay

also valued for the role it plays in making the home more

crafts’. They could be practiced in the home. To be a

homage to many traditional crafts and techniques, along

comfortable. Technical expertise, as Roslyn points out in

painter, on the other hand, would have been less socially

with the activities of creating, improvising and making-do

her introduction, is valued and new skills are introduced

acceptable, and it was certainly difficult for women to

which lie behind them.

each year.

gain recognition as artists in earlier years.

A portion of the work included in this project has

The craft work that is partly the focus of this project

been made by members of the SACWA, informed by

has to date only been viewed for its functional, craft or

traditional techniques. This work sits alongside work by

folk interest. However, these items, made by women,

twelve contemporary artists - very prominent contempo-

contain valid responses to living in Australia, to working

rary women artists. Traditional skills carried through the

on the land and to raising families here. The inventive

generations by the CWA both informs the contemporary

use of materials and methods has resulted in works that

work and has an active dialogue with it.

give a unique insight into how women adapted to this

When the larger art world in Australia was slow to
respond to external stimuli - for example new art from
overseas, Aboriginal culture or the Australian environ-

country. This work was not displayed in art galleries but
in almost every home in Australia.
In her essay, Mary Eagle explores the way this project

ment - the CWA were quietly adapting European patterns

sets up questions about the art world context and about

to feature local plants. Aboriginal motifs were also

the meaning of art production - questions which have

Vivonne Thwaites
Project curator, May 2001
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P R E FA C E

The South Australian Country Women’s Association

Traditional craft skills have been taught for over

Incorporated is a community based non profit voluntary

seventy years so that techniques are not lost. As tastes

service organisation for women. It is non party political

and attitudes change so have the ways in which our

and non sectarian and membership is open to all women.

members adapt these techniques. Local Australian

SACWA has a membership of approximately 5000

themes are used, illustrating an attachment to our land,

women who belong to 220 branches across urban and

and are displayed to advantage by techniques brought

rural areas. The branch of the Air and Postal Branches

from other lands.

cater for those women who are too isolated or unable to
attend face to face meetings.
Established in 1929, the SACWA promotes the

Our homes reflect the skill and enjoyment of crafts truly where the heart is. Our local communities are
regarded as highly as our homes and members gather

welfare and conditions of life for women and children.

together to improve our surroundings and to share skills

The Association supports schemes for the benefit of com-

and knowledge. Members not only plant trees but also

munity welfare, encourages the employment of creative

depict them with love using many different craft

activities and studies and lobbies concerning issues of

techniques.

community importance. Members fundraise to give assis-

Thriftiness and practicality have been features of

tance whenever needed, especially in times of emergency.

South Australian Country Women’s Association’s focus

Members of SACWA keep in touch with sister organi-

on working with textiles as well as the love of the purely

sations in all states and territories of Australia through

decorative and artistic. Excellence is encouraged and

the Country Women’s Association of Australia. SACWA

striven for, great pride is felt in the finished articles.

is affiliated with the Associated Country Women of the
World and participates in World, Area and National

Roslyn Schumann (Mrs J.G.)

Conferences and projects on a regular basis.

State President, SACWA

SACWA provides opportunities for women to learn
new skills, to give service in their communities and to
join a world wide support network for women. Our slogan
"Sharing and Caring with Action" links our members
together even though they are from diverse backgrounds
and carry out many different activities and projects.
An affinity for homemaking and a commitment to the
community and the environment is the foundation of the
South Australian Country Women’s Association.
Handicrafts are often the first contact with this unique,
diverse service organisation.

October 2000
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One half or more of this exhibition is contemporary art

became an important aspect of the CWA, so central to

by women. The artists employ readymade materials,

its activities, indeed, that the author of a jubilee history

Australian content, and craft skills; they have a domestic

of the SACWA remarked that the CWA was synonymous

reference; and represent a mix of ethnicities. All of these

with handicrafts. 1

features are now standard fare in contemporary art. But

		 During almost eighty years, CWA handicrafts have

C O N T E M P O R A R Y A R T,
W O M E N , T H E C WA 		
A N D D J ’ S : A F R E S H 		
L O O K AT A U S T R A L I A N
A R T H I S T O R Y, T H E 		
'PRINCIPLES OF ART',
A N D C R E AT I V I T Y.

the rest of the exhibition, the handicrafts of the

hardly ever, if at all, tangled with the community of art

SA Country Women’s Association, is not.

and art-craft in Australia. Very few craftswomen partici-

From the viewpoint of art and the intellectual

pated in both the CWA and the art scene. The small list

climate today, it is timely to include SACWA

includes Daisy Archer, wood-carver, of Gracemere near

handicrafts. Their presence highlights the

Rockhampton; Alice Bott, potter and china-painter, of

considerable gap between the ways in which

Brisbane; Roma Field, embroiderer, who helped to set

contemporary art is thought about (still), and

up the Handicrafts Committee of the CWA of NSW;

the different context in which the various

Maureen Greene, commercial artist, married to a

Country Women’s Association branches have

pastoralist and living for some years in country Tasmania,

promoted, taught and exhibited women’s handicrafts.

Victoria and New South Wales, whose engagement with

		 Australia-wide the CWA always has been a grass-roots

the CWA was oriented to health rather than art; Val

organisation. Its beginnings were after the First World

McMaster, poker-worker, of Brisbane; possibly Alison

War, with small groups of women getting together to do

Pownall, toymaker, of Gunnedah, New South Wales; Ella

something to ameliorate the isolation of women in the

Thyer, quiltmaker, of Adelaide; and Ruth Tuck, painter,

country. They thought in practical terms, meeting over

of Adelaide, who gave SACWA women lessons in paint-

cups of tea to discuss issues of general concern, and

ing. 2 On the other hand, until the 1970s, almost every

working to realise the ideas raised at those meetings.

woman and child in the country participated at one time

Growing outwards through local, state, national and

or other in a CWA handicrafts exhibition. Showgrounds

international organisations, the countrywomen set about

in most capital cities still have a CWA Handicrafts Hall.

establishing lending libraries, holding CWA meetings

As a child I submitted saucers of flowers and my older

over the airwaves, teaching craft skills via the CWA

sisters (who could cook) sent scones and sponge cakes to

experts (who travelled far and non-luxuriously, by car,

CWA competitions in the township three miles from

caravan and train), smoothing the way for country

home. Everyone participated. And everyone was a winner.

women and children visiting the city, organising seaside

Because I was a winner, I remember to this day the sau-

holidays for country people and country holidays for

cers with circles of geranium and hydrangea petals: that

migrant families. Practical, too, was the policy of for-

mine was the only entry in its group didn't register then

warding the interests of primary industry and publicising

and doesn't dent the recollection. I wonder how many

Australian country life. CWA exhibitions and competi-

artists-to-be participated in CWA handicrafts -

tions, recipe books and handicraft manuals promoted the

the classes, the competitions?

flour, wool, and other produce of country farms.

		 I know of one. Around 1958 Rosalie Gascoigne was

Nationally and internationally CWA handicrafts became

awarded a prize by the Canberra branch of the CWA of

synonymous with Australian motifs and colours, with a

NSW for Cotter Road, an assemblage of animal skull,

thrifty use of natural and readymade materials, and the

rocks and grass on a sheet of copper with a blue denim

inventiveness of making-do. Very quickly handicrafts

backdrop. 3 The assemblage was way outside what was

the art critic remarked that the exhibition had 'everything': ‘Ranging in artistry from the not-so-good to the
quite-nice, there is a riot of carpets, rugs, artificial flowers,
dolls, pottery, dried fruit, hats, suits - all the way down
to those suburban bedside lamps with fantastic creatures
crawling all over them’. 4 Most members of the art com-

Sydney Morning Herald, 6 June 1949, p.5.

5

Heather Parker, op.cit. p.35.

another equally ‘post-modern’ exhibit, by the SACWA

The CWA throughout Australia represents relatively free

Quilting Circle, was a Jeff Koons-style flower-covered

territory. By comparison, the art community does not.

bed with quilt and pillow which won first prize in the

		 The art community has been reluctant to acknowledge

National Flower Day competition in Adelaide.

art's debt to grasss-roots developments and technical

5

innovation. On the scales of creativity, aesthetic judge-

of what constituted art that governed the art and craft

ment and conceptual refinement may very well weigh

communities. Many things entered its exhibitions,

lightly against the inventiveness of society at large. 		

besides the Cotter Road and the amazing bed, that at the

Things to be said for the CWA:
. It is an association of country women, including some
Aboriginal, and city women, on behalf of country folk.
. The CWA’s approach may be summarised as practical

of Aboriginal art, their remarkable adventures with

self-help, industry, thrift, and imagination, fed by 		

natural materials, and the inventive informality of their

thoughtfulness: qualities that are neatly symbolised

creations. From the viewpoint of 2001, the overall history

for me by the bottles of rain water CWA members 		

of CWA handicrafts seems prescient: more so than the

would bring to countrywomen who were hospitalised in

		 The Handicrafts Exhibition at David Jones’s Gallery

Adelaide (where the water is strong-tasting).
. It has made a specialty of handicrafts.
. Starting in the 1920s it organised an active network of

against the art community. There were more than 600

exhibitions - local, national and international.
. It established a friendly infrastructure for country women

exhibits from branches of the CWA throughout

to move between the bush and the cities, and between

Australia. (This was a national, not a NSW exhibition.)

Australia and other countries, particularly England.
. It has a history of practical activism on behalf of

in June 1949 is an example of how the CWA brushed

The heading coined by the Sydney Morning Herald’s sub-

		page 22.

non-Australian, Nigerian or Netherlandish. A lot of craft

handicrafts were not pursued for narrow artistic value.

the art community during the same period of time.

		Art Book 1995. See also Chronicle Quilt by Ida Summers
Vici MacDonald, Rosalie Gascoigne, 1998, p.5.

acceptable in art exhibitions at the time. In 1950,

exclusiveness (which by definition is conservative) of

To make this list I combed through a number of books, the most

4

filment, for use and sociability: skill was admired but

we can appreciate, even marvel at, the CWA’s inclusion

2

		helpful being Joan Kerr (ed) Heritage: The National Women's 		

3

CWA put their aims frankly - craft was for personal ful-

Many do not. Because of the way art is constituted today,

		1979, p.113.

thetic of much everyday craft, whether it is Australian or

ever it is, that differentiates art from mere object. The

time had no place in art. Some now have a high place.

Heather Parker, The First Fifty Years: Golden Jubilee History

munity, like that critic, have reservations about the aes-

and so-called art seems to lack the pull, challenge or what-

Handicrafts were free of the strict taste and concepts

1

		of the South Australian Country Women's Association Adelaide 		

editor was faintly damning: ‘Patient Work in C.W.A.

country women and children, and Aboriginal women

Craft Show’. Under that heading, and in the same vein,

and children.

		P H O T O G R A P H S F R O M L E F T T O R I G H T

		SACWA, E Werrey Finniss, Reed Basket circa 1950’s.
		SACWA, Maker unknown, Ribbon Box, 1950’s.
		SACWA, Quilting Circle, Floral bed, 1950.
		Photograph from the September 1, 1941 issue of the ‘Australian
		Museum Magazine’ of exhibits in the ‘Exhibition of Australian
		Aboriginal Art and its Application’ at David Jones Galler y,
		Sydney, 1941, see page 19.
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A lot of city folk have the notion that countrypeople

The presence of the SACWA, in this exhibition of 2001,

and a head, and, most intriguing, a “Love Magic”. This is

are bigoted. The actuality is less simple, as instanced by

makes me ask what art does contribute, apart from its

a carved seagull’s head with a worm in its beak. Its body

aesthetic power, if the world outside art is equally, if not

and wings are symbolised by strings intertwined with par-

more, responsible for creative ideas and able to demon-

akeet and seagull feathers. The bird represents the man,

strate equal or greater craft skills?

the worm, with more truth than gallantry, the woman,

the Alice Springs branch of the CWA in 1950 when
they designed a banner which incorporated Central
		 Australian Aboriginal weapons. Of the two, the city

8

and it is all for the purpose of ensnaring the desired

rather than the country, fosters a greater cultural dis-

Several of the CWA’s innovative policies are relevant

tance between communities. That the occasional 		

to this exhibition. Contrary to the 1949 critic's opinion

maiden with its spell.' 8 The Bulletin informed readers that

woman member of the CWA is Aboriginal is more 		

that: ‘The use of Aboriginal designs, frequently advocat-

handicrafts had come from the Aboriginal school at

remarked upon by cosmopolitan than country folk:

ed, is fortunately rejected here - the aborigines have little

Collarenebri, including ‘a sample of Aboriginal weaving

		 where the population is small, social groups intercon-

enough without robbing them of their highly personal

in which rabbit fur and wool make softer than silk tex-

nect. Hospital visits were made to Aboriginal women

art’, the CWA had a policy of adaptation. Their handi-

ture.’

and children as part of the hospitality the CWA 		

crafts designers consciously adapted European designs to

		The Bulletin's report, I think, scotches the possibility

accorded to country folk. Holidays were organised for

represent Australian flora and fauna. With the idea of

that the CWA was not responsible for including

them, as for other country dwellers. They benefited

promoting Australia internationally, they busily altered

Aboriginal works. Otherwise there would be grounds for

from the health care; and so on. Aboriginal women as

the standard European and American palette to

thinking that the David Jones Sydney store had inserted

a rule preferred their own traditional craft and home

Australian earth colours. And, as a matter of course, they

those articles (assisted, as on other occasions, by the

teaching, though they were offered, and some joined,

sought to include Aboriginal designs. The practice started

Australian Museum). David Jones had a haphazard policy

the usual CWA classes. Country Women’s Association’s

before 1949. Mrs E A Coghlan, who helped with the

of incorporating Aboriginal art in exhibitions. In 1936,

were connected with the National Council of Women

display of the 1949 exhibition, indicated the trend when

for instance, the then manager of the art gallery, Miss

who were likely to have attended, in 1929, a British

saying ‘it was a pity that Australian artists did not publish

MacIntyre, added a showcase of small sculptures by

Commonwealth Women’s League Conference in London.

a book featuring truly Australian designs taken from

Kalboori Youngi to the annual exhibition of the Painter-

At this conference several strong protests were made by

Aboriginal drawings or wild flowers. Such a book would

Etchers Society. On that occasion, as in 1949, Aboriginal

Australian women delegates against the ‘maladministra-

be a great assistance to country women who at present

art scooped the critical acclaim, thereby annoying the

tion of the Aborigines’ and the role of ‘the police 		

were able to copy only standard English designs in their

exhibiting society whose show had been colonised.

[in] act[ing] both as prosecutors and protectors.’

handicrafts.’

		 Secondly, the history of the CWA is eloquent of the

6

7

9

		 In 1958, twelve Aboriginal 'Nukara' (trans ‘My own’)

grassroots sources of outback imagery that later became

Designs were adapted for macramé twine-seated stools by

associated with great art. The South Australian CWA,

Myra Andrews. Each of the designs, Yoongo (Rain),

in one of its ventures, asked the younger set to take

Marombi (Shield), Barragon (boomerang), Milla Murra

photographs typical of the outback, and in 1932 a

(Many Eyes), Coolaroo (Star) etc, was said to represent an

selection of these was published in the Association of

‘Aboriginal legend’ and to ‘portray [precise] meaning.’

Country Women of the World's international publication,

These designs were published by the State Handicrafts

The Green Book. That was before Walkabout (first issued in

Committee of the South Australian CWA in 1959.

November 1934) began to promote outback scenery and

		 If Aboriginal motifs were not strongly apparent in the

before Sidney Nolan painted his evocative canvases.

work of the majority of exhibiting members in 1949, this

Sidney Nolan held his first exhibition of ‘Central

was more than offset by objects made by Aboriginal

Australian Landscapes’ in David Jones Gallery, a few

women and children. ‘Exceptional as works of art are a

months after the 1949 show by the CWA in the same

number of Aboriginal objects from Arnhem Land - bark

store. The foreword written by L.F. Fitzhardinge broached

paintings of hunting and nautical scenes, a carved figure

the 150-year-old issue of national expression and, unlike

the CWA, did not take Aboriginal culture into consider-

‘Operation Galah’ sent exotic Australian foods - galahs,

6

Sydney Morning Herald 7 June, 1929, p.11.

ation: ‘Australian culture is at a crossroads, perhaps the

kangaroo tails, yabbies, egg fruit, quondongs and passion

7

Sunday Herald (S) 5 June, 1949.

most important it has yet faced. We have emerged from

fruit - by air, in ice, to London, for cooking and presen-

8

Sydney Morning Herald 6 June, 1949, p.5.

the “colonial” stage, when everything Australian was

tation at an Ideal Homes Exhibition. 12

9

Bulletin (S) 15 June, 1949, p.19.

measured by its resemblance to the more familiar patterns

The curator defines the home of the exhibition title

10

L. F. Fitzhardinge, foreword to catalogue, Sydney Nolan:

of “Home”. We have been forced to come to terms with

Home is Where the Heart is as being ‘at home’ in a place

		exhibition of Central Australian landscapes, David Jones's Art 		

our geographical and economic environment: we have an

made by and shaped for oneself; a space of belonging that

		Gallery, 31 March - 14 April, 1950.

attitude recognisably our own...Our uniqueness lies in

is by turns a private refuge and shaped to one's social

11

Heather Parker, op.cit. p.35.

being a European people in an Australian setting, and

identity. The concept embraces both private and collec-

12

Heather Parker, op.cit. p.126.

our opportunity to contribute to world’s history lies in

tive homeplaces, past and present. Home, therefore, is an

		P H O T O G R A P H S F R O M L E F T T O R I G H T

facing boldly both sides of our inheritance and making

open space. The modern (contemporary) part of the

		Rag Rug (detail), 1930-1946. For caption see page 21.

our own synthesis.’ 10

exhibition includes crafts wrenched strangely out of

		Nukara (My own) Designs for macramé twine-seated stools

		 Thirdly, the CWA had an instrumental role in the folk

context: rag rugs by Rosemary Whitehead, coathangers

		published by the State Handicrafts Committee, SACWA, 1959.

art movement of the 1920s - 1940s. During the past fif-

collected by Michelle Nikou, patchwork quilts by Sarah

		Shopping basket made from plaited stringy bark and finished at

teen years, through the collecting of Lord McAlpine,

Crowest, works incorporating knitted jumpers and tea

		the top with rushes bound to the stringy bark. Also shown here is

John McPhee, Jim Logan, the National Gallery of

strainers by Aadje Bruce, a blanket-book by Nalda

		the beginning of a round basket base. From ‘Handicraft for 		

Australia, the Powerhouse Museum and the antiques

Searles, domestic objects constructed with wire and plant

		Countr y Women’, published by SACWA 1939 and 1947.

trade, the aesthetic appeal of Australian folk art has

material by Jo Crawford, works made in paper from home

		SACWA, maker unknown, cane lined basket, 30 x 18 cm.

become apparent to a wide public. The underlying reasons

dressmaking patterns by Helen Fuller, etc, etc. Exotic in

for making-do are well understood: firstly, the depression

our time, these works resonate with the craft activities

and, following hard on its heels, shortages of materials

of the Country Women’s Association. Their notes are

and manpower during the war. Until Vivonne asked me

nostalgia (a powerful emotion in art), tenderness

to consider the CWA’s handicrafts push, I had not real-

(especially, I think, Fuller’s works), a weirdness akin to

ised to what extent that organisation contributed to the

the immortelles placed on graves, something slightly

movement. Throughout the depression, the CWA gave

gothic tapping at the window of home: this last signalling

lessons in how to make binder-twine doormats, teasets

a promise of sorts. Many of these works smack of industry,

from tobacco tins, necklaces from melon seeds, chair

whereas the CWA’s other traits, of usefulness, housewife-

seats from local rushes, etc. In 1931 at the Wirrulla

liness, and even sociability, have been suspended.

branch of the CWA there was a display of ‘very attractive

		 True to the spaciousness of the concept, the objects

bed covers made from washed super bags lined and

do not speak to me directly of my home. Rather, they

trimmed with cretonne’. 11 Bette Dawkins made a hooked

compare with childhood memories of the homes of elderly

rug with the CWA monogram on it using hundreds of old

cousins. These were places lived in for generations,

silk stockings. Rag rugs were the rage. Home dressmakers

already redolent of history, and now mostly long gone.

made suits of clothes from old blankets, vegetable-dyed.

In this exhibition, as in those childhood visits, a powerful

Wool was used one hundred different ways. As the CWA

affect is produced, from the displacement of homely

expanded and extended its operations abroad, it became

objects. The homes of elderly people were more strongly

a focus of international interest in country Australia, and

felt by me than was my mother's home. The objects

consequently put more effort and imagination into pro-

loomed in eye and mind, symbolic of life stories and

moting Australia's ethnicity. After the war, for example,

rituals alien to the observing child. Yet these were true

9

homes, attested by life and organised exotically around
familiar themes of eating, sleeping, and social living.

What differentiates art from everyday making?

Their effect on me arose from difference, and was richly
eloquent with whatever it was that separated them from

There is less difference between the 1920s - 1960s handi-

my home. Likewise, the key to the exhibition is not

crafts of the CWA and the contemporary art by women

intimate mimesis resulting in ready recognition but

in Home is Where the Heart is, than there is between high

displacement and strange synthesis.

art of the 1920s - 1960s and art today.

The emotive quality of the works, for me, is a magic

		 The first part of this essay dealt sketchily with grass-

realism or rite of enchantment, involving the most

roots culture. This part touches on the other part of the

potent aesthetic magic of all - incarnation. Thrusting the

cultural equation, globalisation. Communication is a

past into the present, they operate through a transforma-

critical factor in art and culture. For that, as well, the

tive mimicry that is folk-based (when successful the ritual
10

women’s movement in Australia was a force through the

is as efficacious for adults as child’s-play is for children).

rushes were taken to members' homes and dried and

first half of the 20th century. For many Australians,

They symbolise a wider meaning in communal remember-

turned and turned again until ready for use for basket

between the wars and after, the Country Women’s

ing. The polarity between memory and prediction has

making. They were then supplied to branches all over

Associations of the various states and the big department

significantly collapsed in these works of art. I reiterate

the state’. 13 As that story shows, the stringent

stores, David Jones and Farmers in Sydney, Myer in

that none of the work strays far from nostalgia. All the

separation of Aboriginal people from their culture left

Melbourne, etc, were the open door to a larger outlook.

same, depending on one’s point of view, the past is

room for alternative connections to be made. Australians

The CWA set out to be a conduit between the bush and

mangled, or in other ways turned to the future.

now recognise that the aboriginalising of white

the world at large. There were hostels, houses, holiday

		 Yvonne Koolmatrie’s Echidna 2000 and Turtle 1994

Australian culture 1930s - 1950s coincided with official

homes for country children and their mothers in

and Joyce Winsley's hauntingly evocative Chinaman 2001

policy designed to divorce Aborigines from their culture.

Australian cities; links such as the Royal Overseas

and Storyteller 1999, like English corn dollies, conjure up

Decades ago, the poet Judith Wright felt the cruelty of

League connected members with London, Canada and

past magic. The artists use old techniques for new forms

this cultural displacement, as did the Sydney Morning

the United States. The big department stores (I have for

with the purpose of saving personal memories and forging

Herald critic who wrote, ‘the aborigines have little enough

this essay looked mainly to David Jones) were part of the

connections to a past from which the artists and their

without robbing them of their highly personal art’, as

conduit. These organisations directed themselves primarily

Aboriginal families have been divorced. The home is a

quoted above.

to women, identified their commercial activities with

modern space and divorce has shaped it. Winsley’s figures

		 What I have written about the CWA won't surprise

women’s daily lives, and acted host to women’s social

gain much of their potency from the mixture of (what

Yvonne Koolmatrie, Helen Fuller, et al, who recapture

clubs. Monthly CWA meetings were held at Farmers and

looks like) earth and Guildford grass from which they are

the domestic arts of previous generations with home-

DJs in Sydney, state-wide wool exhibitions were held in

modelled. Koolmatrie has famously recovered the weav-

making strategy as well as inspiration and pleasure.

DJs and Farmers.

ing skills, and uses the Cyperus gymnocaulos rushes that

Viewers of contemporary art, on the other hand, are

		 The stores were not only venues for women’s activities,

were employed by her ancestors. Likewise there is a his-

accustomed to an historical ambience. I have written

they managed to display considerably more modern art

tory of CWA women harvesting and using the rushes that

about post-modernism's taut conflation of past/present.

than the art galleries. The 1939 Herald exhibition of

had served the Aboriginal people for mats and baskets

To date it has been more usual to relax the pressure of the

French and British Contemporary Art was shown at David

(see page 21). Hindmarsh Valley branch of the SACWA

past, and for a-historicism to serve as post-modernism’s

Jones in Sydney. DJs, between 1944 and 1947, associated

‘had its own handicraft specialty. For years its members

recuperative defence against the past. This exhibition

with MOMA (New York) in staging a series of didactic

held a rush cutting picnic at Myponga Reservoir. The

puts past/future history as well as outsider art squarely

exhibitions. These did as much if not more than

right time of the year for rush cutting is January, and the

into the picture. There is bound to be a change in

Australian art publications to introduce Australians to

temperature is usually in the high 90s. After cutting,

perception.

international modern art and design. On the home front,

as already said, DJs inserted Aboriginal art into art society

history of art divorced from society at large (this exhibi-

13

See page 21, SACWA members gathering reeds.

exhibitions, and they actively promoted an Aboriginal

tion teases out that problematic), and (b) explains

14

Charles Lloyd Jones, 'Art and Art Galleries', Society of Artists

style in fashion goods (see image page 19). The idea was

Australian art history according to a natural lag in the

		Book, Sydney, 1943, pp.50-51. I am very much indebted to 		

to gain a presence for Australia internationally. In 1943

flow of information between Australia and the outside

Charles Lloyd Jones wrote a letter to over 70 Australian

world. If the impediment to communication did impose a

artists asking them to submit works for an exhibition’ the

time lag of a decade or longer, then David Jones would

purpose of' which ‘is to give Australians and our Allies,

not have imported Matisse’s magnificent stencil until at

		Patronage in Sydney 1890-1940', dissertation, University of 		

particularly the Americans who are evidencing a desire

least a decade after it was printed, the surrealist windows

		Sydney, 1988, chapter 4.

to acquire Australian works of art, an opportunity of see-

would not have been so acceptable in 1937 (and

15

ing Australian art'. The promotion of Australian art and

Surrealism was played with for more than a decade previ-

design globally was as much his commercial policy as

ously in parties, caricatures, articles, reproductions, etc).

promotion of an Australian country way of life was part

If modern art could be shown in Australia upon the heels

of the CWA’s altruistic policy. And yes, commercial

of its production in Europe (as we see it sometimes was),

profit was a motive. Charles Lloyd Jones made no bones

if surrealist installations were produced in Australia in

about the commercial incentive when writing in 1944

the same or following year of similar installations in

that galleries overseas were running their institutions like

Europe and America, if fashion and design goods came

retail stores - creating attractions to draw the public.

here within weeks of their appearance in America and

14

Taste would be informed by exhibitions of exemplary art

Europe, it follows that the inhibition preventing fine art-

and design; taste could then be satisfied by acquisition.

ists from exploring modern ideas has to be something

		 In importing and publicising international modern

other than the practicalities of communication. I believe

art, the department stores made the major contribution.

that the sources of an artist's visual creativity are in soci-

To name just a couple that took my eye in David Jones's

ety: in Australia a multi-cultural, hugely migrant culture

scrapbooks - Matisse’s massive stencilled cloth Oceania:

informed by a unique-seeming geography and a fragile

The Sky was shown at David Jones in 1949, one or two

ecology (the latter maintained in a fragile balance by the

years after it was printed by Ascher of England; 15 In

indigenous people but seriously undermined during 200

1937, years before any of the state galleries ventured to

years of white settlement).

show an interest in Surrealist art, Farmers created surrealist window displays, using cut-outs and assemblages
after the styles of Max Ernst, Alexander Calder and
Francis Picabia. These ventures, and others like them,
were heavily promoted in the press. The Sunday Sun of 28
February 1937 adeptly addressed surrealism: ‘A shape cut
out of newspaper, and incorporated in a design or a picture, united the commonplace - a piece of everyday reality - with another reality constructed by the mind.
Consider that, and you will have discovered, as much as
one can discover, the meaning of Surrealism.’

16

The activity of Australian commerce and the CWA is
at odds with the fine art history that: (a) argues for a

The two components of this exhibition open a Pandora's box.
Questions spring out to unsettle. What is the character of art now
compared with forty years ago? What is the relation between art and
creativity? An even larger question is whether creative ideas and
forms are born in society at large or within the individual artist?
What differentiates art from everyday making? Art has aesthetic
power and yet I believe that the critical energy needed to achieve
memorable art is not the same thing as the conditions of creativity.
The first is weighted towards the individual artist, the second
towards the wider society.

Mary Eagle, February 2001

		Barbara Horton, archivist of David Jones, Sydney, for
		information, advice and access to the archive. See also Bruce
		Ramage 'A Gallery Within a Department Store', dissertation,
		University of Sydney, 1982; and Heather Johnson, 'Art 		

Sunday Herald (S) 11 June, 1949; Sydney Morning Herald

		16 June, 1949; Daily Mirror (S) 16 June, 1949; Sunday Sun (S),
		19 June, 1949; Sun (S) 20 June, 1949.
16

See also Daily Sun (S) 26 February, 1937; Daily Telegraph (S),

		4 March, 1937.
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		Joyce Winsley, The Stor yteller, Guildford grass, 1999.
		SACWA, Myrtle Mattner, BBQ apron, f lour bags and gingham,
		1998.
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Giving instructions for even the most simple sewing is

thread are public and private. They have their own

hard, much better to show, to demonstrate, to reveal.

grammar, syntax and vocabulary, notes and interweavings

Coming as it does without words, art too is mute, sending

in techniques handed down for centuries displaying skill

its messages into the world for consideration by those

and pride in work.

who stop to look, and allow the quiet voice of the
A WOMAN’S TOUCH

movement and women’s liberation from crippling and

around it vibrating just enough for memory to

pervading stereotypes, such languages were examined for

be triggered, for connections to form and

subtlety and for nuance. Handicrafts, often seen as

understandings to be reached. Some artwork is so

busywork for idle hands and minds, were not considered

enigmatic that it never makes either sense or nonsense.

by professional women artists as amateur and

It lives in a place where something neither practical nor

un-experimental, rather they viewed the languages of

your finger and then

beautiful can be found and yet there is a use for such

stitching, of embroidery and of knitting, as valuable and

pulling/pushing it off. This is the

artwork. It is a matter of waiting for the situation or

as articulate. Projects such as Mother’s memories, others

time, while you are looking at it or when it comes back

memories (1980) and The D’Oyley Show (1979) valued

out of a loop and a twist.

into your mind’s eye, and some revelation hidden in it

women’s disregarded skills and the stories associated with

No, no, first thread your

begins to flow over you and you see expressed what is

them. This hiatus in the business of art, this moment

normally hidden or unspoken, unwritten and unheard.

when the ordinary and female was valued as having

First tie a knot by wrapping the
thread around your left index
finger twice, rolling it along

12

In the 1970s in Australia, as part of the women’s

artwork to be heard. To speak and set the air

way a knot is formed; invented

needle, then tie your knot.
Thread a needle by holding the
needle up to see its eye.
No, no, first cut the thread,
then thread the needle.

Learning to sew, to mend and to make do, used to be a

something worthwhile to say, was brief but it drew

standard part of a girl’s education, starting at home and

attention to a certain sensibility that lies dormant within

continuing at school. The South Australian Country

more conventional art languages.

Measure a thread, no longer than

Women’s Association has promoted this ethos and taught

your forearm, any longer and you

skills formally to thousands of women in South Australia

outside the painting/sculpture nexus, re-viewing

since 1929 and it still does today. Sewing a sampler,

handicraft skills and using the languages latent in

embroidering a gingham apron or tray cloth with cross-

domestic objects and ways of handling them to talk

stitch, making your own clothes, sewing for your

about complex and usually hidden subjects of daily life.

glorybox, putting your passion and your imagination into

In such work the restrictions surrounding high art, its

give you a rough end, wear down

stitches and designs. The crafts particularly associated

craft and materials, its myths and preconditions are

your teeth and is simply wrong.

with women, the so-called gentle arts, have a place in

exposed as conformity and exclusion. The stories

Lick the end of the thread to “get

the story of art. The very first oil paintings revelled in

contained in a stitch, in a cup, a jug, a dress or a piece of

describing surfaces, the drop of dew on a flower, the

cloth, in something domestic and usually private, are

curve of a glass, the shine of the thread of an embroidery.

revealed to be rich with desire and longing.

are a lazy girl and your work will
get into horrible knots
and it will serve you right.
Cut the thread with scissors,
don’t bite it because that will

a stiff point on it, then, holding
the thread in one hand and the
needle in the other, put the
thread through the eye of the

Just as the bright and fresh paintings of the Port Jackson

More recently many women artists are again looking

You could say that these stories are intimate and that

needle and pull it through.

Painter include Aboriginal art, by virtue of showing body

women may not wish to share them, finding solace and

Now tie the knot, without

paintings and scarification as well as baskets and weapons,

reward in keeping them to themselves. Yet there is

pulling the thread out of the

and thus inadvertently told of the design and aesthetic

isolation to be overcome through the sharing of common

needle, and you are ready to

ability of the Aboriginal people, so many paintings show

ground. This is what CWA organisations have achieved

work made by anonymous women, stitched surfaces

over many years and the honest grounded practicality of

which speak to us of time and love, or at least patience.

their activities is a story that needs to be widely celebrated.

begin. Put the point of the
needle through the cloth starting
on the wrong side of the fabric
so that your knot will not show.

The enduring languages of the stitch, the needle and the

You could say, like Heather Johnson, that such stories

and was prepared to make do and improvise. During the

have been disregarded because they are women’s stories.

Second World War when teaching shell-shocked soldiers

She questions their incorporation into the art world and

in England to make baskets, and cane was in short supply,

asks: “Do we really want the tea-cosy placed within the

she used young rose shoots, raffia and Paddy’s Lucerne,

sterile confines of the art gallery, divorced from its social

with the result that the baskets sometimes flowered in

context…? Perhaps the absence of women’s art from art

the spring.

galleries and traditional art-history texts may now be

In Australia today, artwork that doesn’t imitate the

1

Heather Johnson, 1999, ‘A Matter of Time’, Chapter 5 in

		Joan Kerr and Jo Holder (eds), past PRESENT: The National 		
Women’s Art Anthology, Craftsman House, p. 45-46.
2

Margaret Preston, 1925, ‘The Indigenous Art of Australia’,

		Art in Australia, 3rd Series, no. 11, March, np.
3

ibid.
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viewed not as a lack, not as a sign of the invisible ‘other’

forms of Aboriginal art but that attends to the local and

		Margaret Preston, Aboriginal Design - Design from a Pikan 		

of men’s art, but as an indication that real and living art

specific, the domestic and the daily, can be considered as

		Shield c1927, see page 18.

is not impersonal pigment on canvas hanging forlornly,

being influenced by Aboriginal culture.

isolated by its gallery context. Instead, ’real art’ may now
be understood as part of life and living.” 1

Making a home means not only making a warm nest
for the family, it also means deciding, within a budget of

Gascoigne, in a documentary film recently aired on the

formed: “…the beginning should come from the home

ABC, stated how she wanted to make something that

and from domestic arts.” 2

piled up, not something that disappeared like housework.

She advocated the production of uniqueness for
as well as the adaptation of their designs to domestic

Acquisition and arrangement, cleaning and making-do,

furnishings. Sometimes this adaptation was fairly literal

relationships and obligations, ancestry and the future,

but she also embraced a closer understanding and a less

are all wound into the home. The paper of the CWA

imitative manner. “Our relation and most intimate

cook book that my mother inherited from her mother,

connection with our Aboriginal art is almost mystic and

which I worked through as a teenager, thus entering a

religious more than merely commercial and industrial.”

world of instructions that ordered and made sense of the
world, is golden brown and pencilled with annotations.

Homes

Preston was not too concerned with over-finished work

3

grow

events and objects that leave traces or contain memories.

by

Homes grow by layers over time, the addition of

Australians by the adoption of Aboriginal design principles

do,
making

all wound into the home.

contemporary artworks on show in this exhibition. Rosalie

place where values and aesthetic sensibilities were

ancestry and the future, are

long walks, is an undercurrent to some of the

design as closely related and the home as the significant

relationships and obligations,

relieved by company, by projects and by cups of tea or

known for her enthusiasm and individuality, saw art and

and

The darkness or ambivalence in homemaking, which is

Margaret Preston, or Mad Maggie as she was sometimes

cleaning

layers of resentment and impatience, sacrifice and sorrow.

land, climate and character of Australia.

arrangement,

The repetition of homemaking also covers, or can cover,

products of that culture a real rapprochement with the

and

repeated acts and words, unacknowledged but necessary.

that can be seen as quite prescient in seeing in the

Acquisition

always repetition. There is no home without repetition,

the culture of the indigenous Australians in a manner

memories.

days and recipes, thoughtful acts, kind words, and always,

incorporate it into the domestic. They also responded to

contain

more than interior design, it is a knitting together of

adopted country with love and attention and to

or

fabric of life together. The aesthetics of the home is

they also learned to turn to the flora and fauna of their

addition of events and objects that leave traces

successful, become invisible even though they hold the

necessities of caring for children and making a home

time,

project. It means knowing skills that, if they are

from origins, family and urban life. Beginning from the

over

and warm the nest, what twigs and branches will suit the

isolation experienced by Australian countrywomen, away

the

course, how home will look, what feathers will decorate

layers

This exhibition tells an Australian story. Versions of it
exist elsewhere but there is a particular flavour to the

clean tea towels to dry. When dry they are sorted and

who grew up in the country and has an appreciation of

placed in books. Searles has chosen to sew them face up

old ways and old objects. She makes what could be called

onto cloth in order to give them a more active life,

‘memory traps’ to catch and enfold what might otherwise

though also a more temporary one, as in the long run

be lost. Good manners involve both formal etiquette and

their lives will be shortened by this method of display.

a general respect for people. Crawford’s work seems to

There is thus great recklessness about this work and

Artwork made by Michelle Nikou tends to tap into very

say that what is old-fashioned is worth bringing into the

tremendous joie de vivre, a love for life, a joy in being

subterranean places. Work in the past has used lint, nail

present, traditions may change but their grace and value

exuberant now not in some imaginary future.

clippings, hairpins, thorns, pills and leg hair. Often text

can be retained. Reflecting on the way CWA members

forms an important part of the work. The silences within

made objects for the home Crawford offers thoughtful

tearing, cutting and deconstructing garments, taking

Nikou’s works are there because we may feel ill if she

comments on both the objects and the attitudes associated

apart used clothes and putting them, with all their scents

spoke any louder. In her lead cutlery there is a sense of a

with them.

and memories, into a new life on the floor. Rag rugs are

violent death or a loss. Things have been fused, nothing
14

A sense of nostalgia is present in the work of Jo Crawford

Aadje Bruce takes found objects and alters them or

The rag rugs made by Rosemary Whitehead involve

items that hark back to the depression and to the

combines them to release their voices of correspondence

ingenuity that Meaghan Morris has claimed is the only

and metaphor, deep memory and glancing memory. In

true way of identifying what is Australian: “…our

careful story of making and consideration. Watercolour

Nanna Bruce has collected tea strainers from one

forgetting acts critically with and upon the shreds of the

images of rusted vessels have been transferred to tapestry

culture and hung them on a cloth from another culture

present: and if one were to fabricate some image to

bringing the fluidity and transparency of the painting to

with its own tea tradition. A cup of tea is a drink that

define that action, one might find it not in a recycled

a static and dense medium. Fred Williams used to make

implies confidences and succour, friendship and

romanticism, and not in antipodean inversion games, but

etchings and then make paintings which imitated the

refreshment. It is possible to consider the tea strainers as

in the survival principle used by all cultures adrift on this

surfaces of the prints. Lawrence is doing something

tears, drawn out by the intimacy of the shared cuppa.

continent – the art of improvisation.” 4 Whitehead’s rugs

similar in these works as well as monumentalizing what is

The batik cloth refers specifically to colonialism and to

are linked with poems that suggest a communal

regarded as rubbish by many people.

the expatriate workers who embraced the people and

atmosphere of memories, songs and conversation.

may ever be the same.
The tapestry weavings of Kay Lawrence tell a slow and

The slips and dresses made by Helen Fuller out of

daily elements of their exotic locations and often found a

Lots of wire and objects found around the farm are

paper, tape and wire tell many stories, one of which is

real home there that became part of them. The work

the raw materials from which Irene Briant creates her

the relationship between mother and daughter, woman

dwells gently on this cross-cultural complexity. In this

comments on the white settlement of Australia and its

and girlchild or virgin. The child is androgynous in a

work Bruce is specifically thinking of the Dutch people

introduction of an imported culture as well as its

flat cotton dress while the woman, with her breasts, is

who worked in Indonesia but no longer live there.

adoption of new ways. Bryant’s Mountain, which requires

mysterious in a slip. Fuller draws closely on her memories

The investigations of Nalda Searles are centripetal;

a double look to become visible, draws together the idea

of her mother, the parsimoniousness of her duty-bound

they reach into many different concerns connected to

of a fence with the idea of a mountain and seems to

dress-making and her appearance in a slip ironing a

the home or the environment. Searles has been

quietly ask whether mountains can be fenced, whether

‘good’ dress to go out in. There is the enforced feminine

investigating the Xanthorrheoa or Grass-Tree for some

fences can hold the land. Her giant brooch of rusty metal

behaviour required by a dress, the shame of tearing it,

time and is about to embark upon a further major study

also questions the interface between culture and nature,

the need to cover the body at all times. There is the

of the symbolism and materiality of this indigenous

decorum and disintegration.

repression that leaked all the more fiercely because of

plant. Runner, Searles’ stamp collection artwork, reverses

the constraints visited upon it. All these factors are

the usual way stamps are seen on cloth. Many times I

extended viewing. In these quilts, composed of several

present in the three slips and three dresses which hang

have helped my mother in the ritual of soaking the

hundred patches of fabric, Crowest has decided, finally, to

upside-down like lanterns and/or wallflowers holding,

stamps, torn from the corners of letters, in warm water so

use all the treasured pieces of fabric she has been saving

catching, dreams, fears and desires.

they lift off the paper then placing them face down on

for a lifetime, for a rainy day, for a future which is here

The patchwork quilts made by Sarah Crowest bear

and now. The memories in these fragments of cloth span

repositories of endless stories and possibilities. There is a

popular and domestic culture, and remind us of children’s

sense that they are inhabited by the spirit of the person

handkerchiefs, of tea towels, of petticoats and dresses.

they depict. The Guildford grass that Winsley stitches

There was a book I read as a child in which a story would

and moulds in an ingenious fashion has the effect of

be told nightly from a patch on a quilt and with Crowest's

naturalising the figures, its almost as if she has found

latest works the stories would run into many nights.

them rather than made them.

As I sit under my new house that I’m renting for twelve
dollars a week, I look into the sky, see the clouds tell of
fine weather…
It makes me sad to know that all our wonderful ways of life
have been destroyed, and have been taken away from us.
Having most European’s way of learning, acting and looking to
live forward is not really the stuff we like to live for, because all
our hunting, camping and moving on from place
to place is gone. 5

The lives of Aboriginal people are Aboriginal history.

To make her idiosyncratic and layered artwork Julie

Meaghan Morris, 1983, ‘Jetsam’, D’un autre continent: 		

		Musee d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 4 Oct – 4 Dec, 		
		1983, p. 40.
5

Labumore: Elsie Roughsey, 1984, An Aboriginal Mother Tells of 		

		the Old and the New, McPhee Gribble, Melbourne, quoted in 		
		Drusilla Modjeska, (ed), Inner Cities: Australian Women’s 		
		Memory of Place, Penguin, Melbourne, 1989, p.180.

Gough often uses items from secondhand and op shops,
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domestic environments once removed from the source.

		Jo Crawford, (Plates) Domestic Elements ll, 2001

The two bags Black Beauty and Snow White contain images

		Sarah Crowest, Plush safe he think, (detail) 2000

revealing stereotypes of race and gender cut from
women’s magazines. The SACWA published instructions
on how to construct this type of bag but the deliberate
image choices made by Gough introduce a political
element and subvert the usual outcome. Gough’s work is
powerful, it targets a familiarity that is rather close to

For Aboriginal artists their art and craft are about

home, underground and slightly secret in that our public

retrieval and revival as well as originality and innovation.

idea of taste may not accord with the darker sides of

Looking in museums for photos and objects is vital

home. The artist fingers what has been repressed and

research as well as listening to stories and remembering

brings it into the open with great wit.

the past. In this context copying is about relearning a

4

		l’Australie, le rêve et le réel, exhibition catalogue, ARC,

in which stories are shared and memories are made. Some

So in enclosed lives such as women have led at different times the smallest details are discussed and
discussed. The colour of wool she uses to knit a cardigan, to embroider a handkerchief.
What the man at the post office said and how the trees are waving in the wind. Ever ything is repeated, each piece of news or newness is revised and repeated. Each tiny thread, the colour
that she used in another embroidery for another person and what became of it and what she said, and
her histor y and story, all repeated and growing large enough to fill space as a pea if you hold it to your
eye will block the sun. This tight world is claustrophobic but also a comfort zone, a sphere of knowing
and being known, a place within which the touch of a hand has made known every surface, in which
the unknown has been smoothed over as a wrinkle on a sheet, on which
a door is drawn across a threshold beyond which to pass is to betray the closeness and safety, the
warmth that makes home.

works imitate utilitarian objects such as fish traps or nets

Stephanie Radok, April 2001

state of mind, using the hands to reawaken imaginative
territory. The new work that is made may echo the past
knowingly or unknowingly; memories are retrieved and
find a new life in the next generation.
The basketry skills now wielded by Yvonne Koolmatrie
were taught to her by Dorothy Kartinyeri in 1982.
Koolmatrie uses these skills as cultural reclamation and
renewal. It is not merely the objects that are made
which have value but the time spent making them, time

but in this exhibition two works depicting animals are
shown. Koolmatrie’s Echidna and Turtle have no known
traditional precedent but there are echoes of ancestors in
them.
Joyce Winsley’s Guildford grass figures come straight
from history via her personal memories of long ago. The
figures link with the past, present and future - they are

15
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Circa 1940s SACWA archives

W O R K S B Y S A C WA M E M B E R S

MRS HARKNESS

MAKER UNKNOWN

Supper cloth, 1930

Circular mat, 1960’s

Hand embroidered wattle, wara-

Recycled blanket and singlet

tah, f lannel f lower edged with

39 cm diam

crotcheted lace
90 x 90 cm

MAKER UNKNOWN

Stool, Nukara design, 1960’s
MAKER UNKNOWN

macrame, twine

Ribbon Box, 1950’s

15.5 x 22.5 x 22.5 cm

Acetate, found images
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inserted, crotchet

MARRETT FINNISS

13 x 33 diam cm

Sample, ‘Holbein’ stitcher y,

M Y R T L E M AT T N E R

56 x 37 cm

1960/70’s
Gloves, 1946
Chamois

MAKER UNKOWN

29 cm l x 9 cm w

Chair protector, 1960’s/70’s
Cross stitch

MRS HARKNESS

57 x 42 cm

Pillow Sham circa 1920’s
Hand embroidered on Mt Mellick

CJ WINTER

fabric (cotton)

Circular lavender reed basket,

70 x 40 cm

1960’s
Reeds, lavender and net sewn onto

E WERREY FINNISS

inside of basket

Reed Basket circa 1950’s

9 x 24 diam cm

Fine Reeds from Finniss River
32 x 39 x 22 cm

M Y R T L E M AT T N E R

BBQ apron, 1998
f lour bags and gingham
86 x 64 cm
HANDICRAFTS FOR
COUNTRYWOMEN

Compiled and published by the
State Handicrafts Committee of
The South Australian Countr y
Women’s Association, Inc. First
Edition: September, 1939, Second
Edition: May, 1947

HISTORICAL IMAGES

SHIELDS

MARGARET PRESTON

“These two Boroby or Pikan

Aboriginal Design - Design
from a Pikan Shield c1927

shields come from

gouache on paper

Queensland. The shield on

13 x 15.5 cm

the left is from the Bloomfield

Collection Art Galler y of Western

River, Cape York Peninsula

Australia

and the one on the right side

Acquired with funds from the

is from Herberton in the
18

Sir Claude Hotchin Art

North-east.”

Foundation, 1998

Margaret Preston, ‘The
Application of Aboriginal
Design’, Art in Australia, March
1930, 3rd series,
number 31, plate 24

MARGARET PRESTON
DESIGN

“Shield design-waiting to be
turned into a rug, in white
black and brick red satin with
a heavy back lining.”

Margaret Preston, ‘The
Application of Aboriginal
Design’, Art in Australia,
March 1930, 3rd series,
number 31, plate 23

“ A s so m eth i n g i s tak en , i t i s al so p resen ted , i n s o m e

MARGARET PRESTON

sen se ack n o w l ed ged , an d p erh ap s u n w i tti n gl y a f f i r m e d .

Painted Basket Design c1927

A p p ro p ri ati o n i s al so o f ten ack n o w l ed gem en t , a n d t h e

Aboriginal Design - Letter T:
gouache on paper
13 x 17.5 cm

en d -p o i n t o f th e p ro cess m ay n o t b e so m e ‘s u c c e s s f u l ’

Collection Art Galler y of Western

ap p ro p ri ati o n ( h o w ev er th at m i gh t be measured) but

Acquired with funds from the

an interest in the ‘original’, and a loss of interest in the

Foundation, 1998

‘adapted’

or

‘appropriating’

form.”

N i ch o l as T h o m as , D a n g e ro u s Te r r i t o r y: I n di g e n o u s Re fe re n c e i n Austra lia n A r t,
in

‘Motif

and

Meaning,

Aboriginal

influences

in

Australian

Art 1930–1970,’ Ballarat Fine Art Gallery touring exhibition, 1999, p.28.

Australia
Sir Claude Hotchin Art
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PHOTOGRAPH FROM

MARGARET PRESTON

MARGARET PRESTON

‘Basket Weaving for the

FLEW TO KAKADU IN A

Kakadu would have taken at

Amateur’. Art in Australia,

DH 80A PUSS MOTH IN

least two days and would

August 15, 1932

‘Basket Weaving for the
Amateur’, was published in
The Home in 1932. Preston

1940 TO VIEW
A B O R I G I N A L PA I N T I N G S
I N A R O C K S H E LT E R .

The artist flew to the north

emphasized the role of women

of Australia to view

as practitioners of crafts.

Aboriginal paintings

“The beginning should come

“Situated in a rock shelter in

from the home and domestic

Arnhem land, near Oenpelli,

arts…[designs applied] to the

on the East Alligator River,

simple things of life, hoping
that the craftsman will succeed

about two hundred miles from
Darwin…The rock shelter is

where, until now, the artist

three or four miles from

has certainly failed.” Roger

Oenpelli, and the paintings

Butler, ‘The Prints of Margaret
Preston’, National Gallery of
Australia, p.p.42-43.

are on the top of a high hill,
on the ceiling of an over-

“The trip from Sydney to

have been very arduous with
a lot of turbulence buffeting
the plane. The average passenger today would have
died. The aeroplane would
have had to land every 300
miles for refuelling.” George

THE SEPTEMBER 1, 1941

develop a wider interest in

ISSUE OF THE

the art of the Australian

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM

aboriginal as a source of

MAGAZINE OF EXHIBITS

inspiration in Australian art.

IN THE EXHIBITION OF

The exhibits are arranged in

AU ST R A L I A N A B O R I G I N A L

three groups - one illustrat-

A RT A N D I TS A P P L I C AT I O N
AT D AV I D J O N E S
G A L L E R Y, S Y D N E Y, 1 9 4 1 .

The Australian Museum,

tery, fabrics etc., and one

Sydney, photography by

including works of a number

Nature Focus.

of artists illustrating aborigi-

Original caption: This
group of exhibits comprises

Photograph courtesy
Adelaide.

application of aboriginal
motifs in such media as pot-

Museum, Port Adelaide,

Aviation Museum, Port

ing the art of the aborigines,
one demonstrating the

Reproduced courtesy of

Wilson, Curator, Aviation
November 2000.

“The exhibition aims to

nal life.” AB Walkom,
‘Foreword’, in catalogue of

hand-printed linens by Miss

Exhibition of Australian

F. Burke and E. and M.

Aboriginal Art and its

Quick, handspun scarves

Application (David Jones Ltd.

and a bed cover by Miss J.

Auditorium, Sydney,

Booth,

11-22 August 1941).

pottery by Mrs J. Seacombe,

hanging rock.” Margaret

Misses Holden and

Preston, ‘Paintings in

Atkinson, a tea-cup and

Arnhem Land’, Art in

saucer by Miss O.Nock, a

Australia, June 1941, 4th

glass vase and towel by

series, number 2, p.46.

David Jones Ltd.

A L I S TA I R M O R R I S O N
FRONT AND BACK COVER:
ART OF AUSTRALIA,
1788-1941

An exhibition of Australian
Art held in the United States
of America and the Dominion
of Canada under the auspices
of the Carnegie Corporation.
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Compiled and edited by
Sydney Ure Smith. Published
for the Carnegie Corporation
by the Museum of Modern
Art, New York, 1941. 134
works were included in this
exhibition among which were
eleven Aboriginal bark paintings from the East Alligator
River District, Northern
Territory, collected by the
National Museum, Melbourne.
Three pen drawings were also
included by the Aboriginal
artist Tommy McRae. Three
oil paintings by Margaret
MARGARET PRESTON
(1875-1963)

Still life: Aboriginal design 1941
oil on canvas
43 x 53.3 cm
Collection: National Galler y of
Australia, Canberra

Preston were included:
Australian native flowers, (1939)
Aboriginal still life, (1940) and
Aboriginal landscape, (1941).

NUKARA (MY OWN)
DESIGNS FOR MACRAMÉ
T W I N E - S E AT E D S T O O L S ,
P U B L I S H E D B Y T H E S TAT E
HANDICRAFTS COMMITTEE,
S A C WA , 1 9 5 9

Designs adapted from
Aboriginal motifs, 1958, by
Mrs M Andrews, Aboriginal
design source unknown.
Designs drawn in Indian ink
EILEEN KEYS

on graph paper. The motifs are

Coiled pot, circa 1950

named “according to the

Approx 10 x 11 cm

Aboriginal legend and portray

Signed bottom "keys"

the meaning of the word.”

Collection: Nalda Searles

(review printed in 1958,

“When I saw Aboriginal art for

source unknown).

S A C WA M E M B E R S

the first time the impression

G AT H E R I N G R E E D S

The twelve designs are:

was very strong and exciting

Prospect Hill, 1949.

Yoongo (Rain), Marombi

…I used the materials that

Photograph courtesy:

(Shield), Purrumba (Blossom),

the Aboriginals did…the

Barragon (Boomenrang), Milla

materials found around them

Murra (Many Eyes), Wunda

and us” Eileen Keys.

(Native Shield), Coolaroo

Catalogue Robert Bell, ‘Eileen

(Star), Wurrindi (Ornament),

Keys, 1950-1986’, Art Gallery

Gooraba (Big), Bamarook (Oval

of WA. 1986, p.4.

Shield), Marana (Stars), Bilara

The Advertiser.
RAG RUG

(detail), 1930-1946
Jute, cotton, wool, made with prodding method having the loops cut
to form a ‘pile’.
Rectangular with rounded
corners, 71 x 52 cm
From the collection of the
Migration Museum, a division of
The Histor y Trust of South
Australia.
Photograph: Eric Algra

(Barbed Spears). Copyright
Myra Andrews 1959.
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MISS IDA SUMMERS

Embroidered Quilt
(Chronicle Quilt), 1933
cotton voile, cotton fabrics,
cotton embroider y threads
201 x 171 cm
Collection: Embroiderer’s Guild
Museum, South Australia
Photography: Grant Hancock

The patterns for this quilt
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ABORIGINAL MOTIFS ON
C WA B A N N E R

“In September 1950 a
competition was held among
Country Women’s Association
branches throughout South
Australia for a banner design,

were published in The

Floral bed, 1950

and the quilt was exhibited

This work won First Prize in

in the Royal Adelaide Show

the National Flower Day

of that year. During the

competition in Adelaide.

1930s an embroidery design

Heather Parker, The First Fifty

was published in The Adelaide

the banner to be used on

Chronicle every week and in

special occasions. Conditions

1933 wild flowers were fea-

were that the banner

tured. Ida Summers worked

represent the locality of the

for Jean Mattie, Terowie, in

Branch, and be sufficiently

the 1930s on a sheep proper-

simple in design to enable it

ty, later she learnt painting

to be embroidered on

and pencil/wash from Ruth

material. Eighty-five branches

Tuck. Quilt donated to

competed, and 175 designs

Embroiderer’s Guild Museum

were submitted. The Alice

by Jennifer Alde.

Springs Branch was awarded
first prize with the entry
submitted by Mrs SM
Sneddon.” The Alice, The Story
of Alice Springs compiled by
the Alice Springs Branch of
the CWA, 1960, p.64.

S A C WA Q U I LT I N G C I R C L E

Adelaide Chronicle in 1933

Years: Golden Jubilee History of
the South Australian Country
Women’s Association, Adelaide
1979, p.110; ‘Judges praise
high standards in Flower Day
competition’, The Advertiser,
Sept 21, 1950 p.6; ‘Flower
Day entries’, The Rural
Review, Sept 29, 1950, p.5.
This work reflected on the
wool-filled quilts made by
the CWA and sent overseas
for the war effort.

“ For ho w a d e q u a t e c a n h i s t o r y
be as a re c o rd o f t h e p a s t w h e n
i t so si ng u l a rl y f a i l s t o g r a s p t h e
si gni f i c a nc e o f w o m e n ’s l i v e s .
Shou l d w e l e a v e t h e t r a d i t i o n a l
categ o ri e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e i n t a c t

ROSALIE GASCOIGNE

(1917-1999)
Cow Pasture, 1992

and f i nd w o m e n t o i n s e r t i n t o
thos e m a sc u l in e c a t e g o r i e s ( a s ,
say explorers, politicians and
soldiers) or should we question

linoleum, painted corrugated
iron on composition board,
steel screws
171.5 x 137.4 cm
Collection: National Galler y
of Australia, Canberra
Copyright Rosalie Gascoigne,
1992/Licensed by VISCOPY,
Sydney 2000

The art of women such as

the categories and the criteria of

Rosalie Gascoigne was first

significance and rethink them?”

She began by exhibiting flower

promoted through the CWA.
arrangements, but her 1958
piece Cotter Road combined

Professor Marilyn Lake, ‘Ordinary

a skull, rocks and grass on a

women, extraordinary lives’, The A ge,

denim backdrop, to suggest

S aturd a y E x t r a , Jun e 2, 2001, p.2.

sheet of copper with a blue
the road that kept her prisoner
at Mt Stromlo. The CWA
offered a way for country
women to make and show
their own work, at a time
when cultural and physical
isolation was the norm.
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CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS WORK

IRENE BRIANT

Another Sky, 2000
Central image burnished onto a
piece of rusted iron, ‘gold leaf’
border, knitted cotton, dyed, leaves
are painted gold
45 x 60 cm
Photography: Eric Algra
24

Mountain, 2000
Wire mesh, two components
46 x 46 x 103 cm
Rose Garden, 1997
Floral lino, eucalyptus twigs
encased in gauze
30 x 46 cm
Collection: Lucia Pichler

“The background to my work is the exploration of a society
produced by the overlaying of a European culture on a new
and what was thought of as an ‘undeveloped’ country.
In Another Sky the found-object piece of rusted iron acts as a
symbol of the ‘uncivilised’ or ‘wilderness’ aspect of the
Australian landscape.
This is in direct contrast to the ‘gold leaf ’ frame knitted from
cotton in a traditional European design, which implies the
imposition of a new culture over the unspoiled countryside.
The lettering on the rusty iron adds to the concept of the
landscape being reconstructed and domesticated. [The letters
actually spell out RHEEM AUST the iron being part of the
top of a hot water cylinder - found in almost every home.]
The oval format surrounded by leaves is a very European
concept and the work is intended to evoke the oval framing
of a picture, mirror or tray - all objects which form part of
the home. Clouds are burnished onto the surface.
The knitted lace [made by the artist] is a craft not often
practiced these days but one which was an important activity
during the last century, producing many both practical and
decorative articles for the home.”
Irene Briant, 2001
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AADJE BRUCE

Lost, 2000
feathers, knitting, woollen cloth,
knitting needle
79 x 79 x 12 cm
Courtesy Artplace Galler y, Perth

“I find feathers everywhere during the nesting season.
They float away at the smallest puff of wind just as so many
sobs and sad thoughts must have been carried away by the
wind from all the children, big and small, that were forcibly
taken away from their parents making them feel so ‘lost’.”
Aadje Bruce, 2001

Nanna, 2000
used teastrainers, antique batik
26

cloth
68 x 68 x 8 cm
Courtesy Artplace Galler y, Perth

“Like Rosalie Gascoigne, Aadje Bruce uses a combination
of editorial and selective processes to transform her raw
materials. Unlike Gascoigne however, Bruce courageously
chooses common refuse only recently abandoned so there is
no feeling of age, antiquity or nostalgia through the use of
obsolete or outmoded objects from the past. Bruce does not
feel the need to alter (cut, trim or repair) her found materials,
fix them into permanent stable configurations or take refuge
in the softening veneer and patination of age.
Her approach is methodical but intuitive. In accumulating
supplies of abandoned and discarded items the artist has no
pre-conceived ideas of how she will use them. The process of
collecting, conserving and caring for her orphans however
establishes an intimacy and rapport with them that ultimately inspires formal solutions for their presentation. Inherent
in the process is the will to provoke a reaction and response
from the viewer.”
John Stringer, Aadje Bruce, 1996 Adelaide Biennial of Australian
Art, Art Gallery of South Australia, 1996,
p.p.54-55.
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J O C R AW F O R D

(Jug)
Domestic/Elements 1, 2001
Water
Used and found objects
Cabinet on legs,
155 x 45 x 45 cm
Photography: Eric Algra
28

(Plates)
Domestic Elements ll 2001

“My practice initially entailed the making of functional
domestic objects, and still does on occasion. But to a greater
extent it is now more a dialogue about these objects the tales
they tell, the things they represent and the people they have
touched.
The work in this exhibition talks about the boundaries of
domesticity in a landscape that is demanding.
In particular the work has been informed by time spent in
the Mid North of South Australia with people who make this

No water for the Geraniums

place their home.”

Plant material used and

Jo Crawford, 2001

found objects
Wall Cabinet,
45 x 115 x 15 cm
(Tiered Cake Tray)
Domestic Elements lll, 2001
I’ll have that recipe Molly
Used and found objects
Cabinet on legs,
115 x 45cm x 45 cm
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SARAH CROWEST

Plush safe he thinks, 2000
Pieced, dyed, screenprinted
and found cloth
160 x 119 x 2 cm
Photography: Eric Algra

“The life and being of clothes and coverings is an integral
part of the life of the person : lived fabric.
My practice has evolved through industrial design, production of functional printed fabrics, to the creation of acutely
personal narratives in pieced cloth. Fragments of cloth and
the images they carry are at once concealing and revealing;

Lost/found/somewhere, 2000
Pieced, dyed, screenprinted
30

and found cloth
160 x 119 x 2 cm

they evoke memories of passions, conceits, distractions and
the detritus of personal history.
A recent development in the construction of these pieced
quilts involves the incorporation of “found” fabrics alongside
those I have printed. I have, lifelong, collected interesting
fabrics and saved fragments of significant clothing and home
furnishings to build an extensive resource of precious material
which until now I have been reluctant to use. Since I have
frequently worn and used vintage/secondhand clothing and
used recycled furnishings, the fabric’s history often stretches
back further than my lifetime. This becomes a recycling of
the recycled, adding layers of psychic weight to the cloth as
its life and function are extended.”
Sarah Crowest, 2001
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HELEN FULLER

Wallf lower (4 elements), 2001
Brown paper, lunch wrap,
wire, cotton
dimensions variable
Photography: Grant Hancock

“The gaping frock is suspended from the washing line
vessel like a Chinese paper lantern
the windsock tolls silent truths
school lunch and brown papered parcels
trace memory and repeat
patterns of wallflowers - Mother/daughter
Take a flower with the lips still closed…
Take a fully expanded flower and lay open Corolla…"

32

“The dress patterns were drafted on used brown paper saved
from the parcel wrappings. The homemade school lunch was
always wrapped in lunchwrap paper and posted into the
brown paper bag. School projects were traced using the lunch
wrap. The home-made frocks were basic frill-less garments,
utilitarian and followed the basic principles of garment
construction…homemade school uniforms and best frocks.”
HLF, 4/2001
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JULIE GOUGH

Of what do homed birds dream?
2001
Slip-cast ceramic birds,
brass chaining
25 x 100 cm
Photography: The artist
Black Beauty, 1996
34

Reconstructed 1950s bag, found
and manipulated materials
36 x 48 x 18 cm

“This is a work about dreams and home wall ornaments, and
the nature/culture practice of bringing outdoors inside which
often seems a little contrived and uncanny. It came from
thinking about notions of contentment and containment
within the home. I like raising questions about familiar
objects and other meanings they cast when they are slightly
altered in their context of display and use. What can these
entangled wall-held and affixed-together-in-time birds mean
about entrapment and homeliness and loneliness? They make
me think about the obsessiveness of collecting multiple
objects for the home. Whether this is a replacement for other
relationships, or gaps within them, an activity of desperation?”

Snow White, 1996
Reconstructed 1950s bag, found
and manipulated materials
36 x 48 x 18 cm

Julie Gough, 2001
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Y V O N N E K O O L M AT R I E

Echidna, 2000
Rushes (Cyperus gymnocaulos) and
pod
Echidna quills
45 x 25 x 11 cm
Collection Dr S Thwaites
Photography: Eric Algra

“In following an Aboriginal tradition Yvonne sees herself
keeping alive an Aboriginal culture that honours the memory of elders but far from apeing tradition, she sometimes
experiments...‘I was sitting down making a sister basket and I
put a head and legs on it; it finished up a turtle.’” Judith
Ryan, Out of Sedge: Woven Forms of Yvonne Koolmatrie, National
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 1998.
“Koolmatrie’s work has grown out of her close knowledge of
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Turtle, 1994
Woven sedge grass
38 x 21 x 9 cm
Collection: Flinders University
Art Museum

Ngarrindjeri traditional forms and practices and her intuitive
response to the River environment where Aboriginal people
used to go and collect rushes long ago.
She says ‘I might be along the river and see different shapes
and think that’s a good way to weave. I don’t sketch it. I just
get my rushes and start to weave.’
“Another day she happened upon a dead echidna and set
about to make one embellished with its spines, which she
had pulled out with pliers. As she explains: ‘ I was just
responding to that dead animal- I wanted to revive it.’”
John Kean in Murrundi: Three River Murray Stories, exhibition
catalogue Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia,
Adelaide, 1992.
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K AY L AW R E N C E

Jug (from the series ‘Rust’), 2001
Woven tapestr y, linen,
wool and cotton
45.8 x 37.5 cm
Photography: Michal Kluvanek

“Still life can be said to unfold...at a level of existence where
events are not all the large-scale momentous events of
History, but the small scale, trivial, forgettable acts of bodily
survival and self-maintenance.”
Norman Bryson Looking at the overlooked: four essays on still life
painting, Harvard University Press, 1990, p.14.

Cup (from the series ‘Rust’), 2001
Woven tapestr y; linen,
38

wool and cotton
45.8 x 37.5 cm

“In September 1998 I travelled with three friends, Elsje van
Keppel, Phillipa O'Brien and Nalda Searles, north of Perth
and beyond the wheat belt to Thundellara in central
Western Australia. One day, fossicking around the aban-

Cup, jug and plate from
the series ‘Rust’

doned mining town of Fields Find, Phillipa found three
enamel vessels, a cup, a jug and a plate, which I borrowed
and took home to Adelaide to draw.

Plate (from the series ‘Rust’),
2001
Woven tapestr y, linen,
wool and cotton
45.8 x 37.5 cm

Finding, drawing and then weaving. Three shifts in time,
space and meaning.
Woven tapestry in the European tradition has often been
used to mark the momentous events of History. These small
tapestries focus on the everyday, on vessels used in the endlessly repeated domestic routines, centred on the body, which
are so often women’s work.
The processes of drawing, of weaving and writing could be
understood as marking a moment in time, a momentary arrest
in the slow process of disintegration to which bodies as well
as vessels are subject.”
Kay Lawrence, March 2001
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MICHELLE NIKOU

“It’s easy to take for granted the fact that the objects we come

Spoons (8 pieces), 2000

into contact with daily - foodstuffs, clothing, cutlery, and so

Cast lead

on - have uses and meanings...It’s only in relation to people

22 x 72 x 4 cm
Private collection
Photography: The artist

that artefacts, architecture and art become meaningful.
…the lead blobs are a little like small molluscs or coral
growths fastened to the spoons. The spoons themselves have

MICHELLE NIKOU AND
VA R I O U S U N K N O W N
40

MAKERS

Coat Hanger collection
Metal, knitted bread bags,
raffia, wood, nylon, silver paper,
crepe paper, plastic, wool, ribbon,
cotton, silk ribbon
dimensions variable

the appearance of having been rescued from a shipwreck
after many years, the imperfections of casting suggesting
the effects of corrosion and algal growth. The spoons…enlist
a sort of experience we all more or less share - our own
experience of using and handling similar objects in a
domestic setting.
The transformation the spoons have undergone in the casting process has enhanced their tactile qualities, and our
ingrained tactile responses.
...And so the sensations occasioned by Nikou’s spoons are
intimate and bodily, tactile and oral, and specific to domestic life. Nikou’s work returns us, more intensely, to ourselves.
If it were a puzzle, we would be the missing piece.”
Michael Newall, ‘Michelle Nikou: Two Spoons’, Broadsheet,
Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia, Vol 30 no 1,
2001, p.12-13.
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NALDA SEARLES

Caudex - tree - book - coding,
2000
Book made from used and
mended grey blanket.
Xanthorrheoa leaves stitched onto
the blanket with cotton threads.
Canvas stained with plant dyes
then painted with acr ylic. Cover
42

made from used blue blanket.
55 x 55 cm
Photography: Eric Algra
Runner, 2000
Saved stamps, stitching on
raw silk, cotton threads
168 x 54 cm

“…there is a single indigenous plant which has moved into
position in my curiosity, the Xanthorrhoea, Grass tree. I am
searching for all the meanings we have constructed for it
outside of its inherent reality.
Indigenous plants and the place they occupy as symbols
within Australian society has been the cornerstone of my
arts practice for many years. Many of my works question contemporary issues of land and cultural ownership through the
use of indigenous plant materials. The grass tree of the genus
Xanthorrhoea called balga, (Nyungar language) kartu kultu,
(Ngaatjarra language) blackboy (vernacular) is the major
plant I continue to investigate. Indigenous use of the plant is
extensive. In the colonising culture the intriguing shape of
the Xanthorrhoea has been used to indicate a sentinel
presence. Contemporaneously the grass tree image is often
used to signify a “native quality” in urban land sales
promotions. This, despite often extensive clearing of sites
resulting in the locale demise of bushland including these
particular trees, to prepare land for urban development.”
Nalda Searles, 2000
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ROSEMARY WHITEHEAD

‘Wild Bees had Built…’2001
natural and
synthetic fibres, knitted
75 x 147 cm
Photography: Eric Algra
I believe in stolen oranges, 2000
natural and synthetic
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fibres, knitted
103 x 80 cm

‘Wild Bees had Built…’

I believe in stolen oranges

Wild bees had built, while we had been from home,

Flowers in a Japanese bowl

A nest inside of the big old-fashioned lock

reach for an artificial sun

Of the cottage door; and choked it so with wax

stretching with exquisite grace

The key wouldn’t turn in the wards; and we’d to climb

dead

Into our home across the window-sill. They must have start-

they make an elegant pattern

ed as soon as we’d turned our backs,

to prove this living ugliness.

And set about their labour with right good will,
To have made themselves so secure in the nest, and block
The wards so badly in so short a time;
For they’d even started filling the honeycomb.
Yet, as we entered our little house once more,
It seemed to us not only the wild bees
Had been at work: for we found in each room a store
Of honeyed delight and golden memories.
WW Gibson
Four Feet and Two, An Anthology of Verse,
compiled by Leila Berg
Puffin Books, 1960, Harmondsworth, England, p.168.

Their educated lines portray
offence at my physical stare:
used to contemplation,
the dry hands of monks;
abstracted thoughts
recoil from my sweaty grasp.
But I am not such an artist
I could never pick flowers
to build little dead gardens:
pleasure
is to me the taste of rough-skinned oranges
stolen from an orchard
and eaten, lazily, under a tree.
Stephen Dunstan
Ten North-East Poets, ed Neil Astley,
Bloodaxe Books, 1980, Newcastle
upon Tyne, p.53.

“...I'm fifth generation Australian...my ancestors from Cornwall, Southern France, Isle of Wight,
Yorkshire and Scotland came to settle in Victoria as sheep farmers and printers. I learnt to spin
at 14 years...the works in this exhibition come from chaos involving pre-loved clothes from family
and friends, dressmakers offcuts, discarded bridesmaid dresses from op shops...the freedom to undo
and make anew...”
Rosemary Whitehead, 2001
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JOYCE WINSLEY

Chinaman, 2001
Guildford grass, stitched and
moulded
34 x 19 cm
Photography: Grant Hancock
The Stor yteller, 1999
Guildford grass, stitched
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and moulded
34 x 19 cm
Collection: The artist

“Stimulated by a workshop with Nalda Searles in 1994, and
supported by the work of other Nyoongah/Noongar artists
through the formation of an Aboriginal Women’s Craft
Group in Narrogin, south Western Australia, Winsley has
developed her singular, expressive technique through creating
three dimensional human and spirit figures.” (‘Nyoongah/
Noongar’ is the generic term that Indigenous people of the South
West region of Australia use to refer to themselves.)
Doreen Mellor, beyond the pale, 2000 Adelaide Biennial of
Australian Art, Art Gallery of SA, Adelaide, p.92.
Joyce Winsley melds grasses together to make forms that

Chinaman, 2001
Once in China there lived an old man
His name was Chingeracka Chew Chi Chan

represent well-remembered people or spirits. When talking

His legs were short and his feet were long

about her work she will reminisce about the person depicted

This little man he couldn’t walk at all

and the making of the work assists her in keeping this memory
alive. As a child Joyce was put into a Mission, dressed in
white people’s clothes and separated from family members
although she was in contact with her brothers. Her work is a
way of reclaiming her culture.
“The Chinese at Narrogin were probably gardeners, their
main occupation in Western Australia, which forbade them
the goldfields even as cooks. This strange little man would
have been brought in by a clansman under obligation to care
for him.”
Eric Rolls, February 2001

Singing Chingeracka Chew Chi Chan
Cocka Laura Mirrettee Man
Tanka took why
Atta katta kiss a pie
Add a piece add a pie
Mirrettee Man
So now you know the history
of the Chingeracka Chew Chi
Chang Cocka Laura Mirrettee
Man. This song we used to sing
to all our children. Today we’re
still singing it to my grandchildren and great-grandchildren,
who know he couldn’t walk, but
he could have been a famous
writer or a painter. Who knows.
Joyce Winsley, February 2001
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G R O U P O F S A C WA
M E M B E R S PA I N T I N G
AT E A S E L S U N D E R G U M
T R E E S , WA I T E C A M P U S ,
URBRAE, ADELAIDE

1988/89
Photographer: unknown
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BIOGRAPHIES

IRENE BRIANT

AADJE BRUCE

Irene Briant, a Tasmanian artist, was awarded a Bachelor

Aadje Bruce, a Western Australian artist, was awarded an

of Fine Art, Honours, 1995 and a Bachelor of Fine Arts,

MA Visual Arts, Curtin University in 1995, a BA

1983 from the University of Tasmania, Hobart and has

(Sculpture) Curtin University in 1990 and in 1957 a BA

held many solo exhibitions including The Same Sky,

Fine Art (Fibre Textiles) Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam.

CAST Gallery, Hobart, 2000; Landmarks and Curiosities,

In 1999 the artist was represented in doll, Artspace,

AGOG, Canberra and Canberra Botanic Gardens in

Adelaide Festival Centre and Object Gallery, Sydney and

1998; Landmarks, Dick Bett Gallery, Hobart in 1997;

A vote of her own, The Constitutional Centre, Perth. In

Imagining Paradise, AGOG, Canberra in 1996; and A Long

1998 she was represented in Landscape, Rubbish and Poetry

Way From Babylon, Bond Store, Tasmanian Museum and

at International Art Space, Kellerberrin, WA; Knit at

Art Gallery, Hobart and Macquarie Gallery, Queen

Noosa Regional Gallery, Queensland (touring) and Small

Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, Launceston in 1995.

is Beautiful at Sydney University of Technology (touring).

Group exhibitions have included: Art and Land,

In 1997 her work was included in Plastic Fantastic at the

Contemporary Australian Visions, Asialink Touring

Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney. In 1996 she

Exhibition, 2000; Triptych, Helen Maxwell Gallery,

exhibited in The Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art, Art

Canberra, 2000; Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery

Gallery of South Australia; Out of Australia and Art,

Commissions Exhibition, Tasmanian Museum and Art

Medicine and the Body, Perth Institute of Contemporary

Gallery, Hobart and Hybrid Creatures, University of

Art, WA. Aadje has works in the collections: Art Gallery

Tasmania/CAST Touring Exhibition, Plimsoll Gallery,

of Western Australia, Edith Cowan University, Holmes a

Hobart, 1999. In 1998 the artist exhibited in Mapping

Court, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Sir James and Lady

the Comfort Zone, Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre,

Cruthers and in numerous other private collections in

Adelaide and Dualisms #2 tapestry and collaboration,

Holland, USA, Indonesia and Australia.

touring Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia.
In 1998 Irene was resident in the Australia Council
studio in Paris and in 1996 she was Artist in Residence,
Canberra School of Art. From 1987 - 1989 she was a
member of Chameleon Contemporary Art Space, Hobart.
Irene has works in the collections of the Tasmanian
Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart and Parliament House,
Canberra as well as in the Artbank collection.

J O C R AW F O R D

Jo Crawford was awarded a Bachelor of Arts (Fine Arts)
majoring in sculpture and photography, South Australian
School of Art in 1980 followed by a Bachelor of Design
(Ceramics) SASA, SACAE, Adelaide in 1984. Crawford
co founded the Jamboree Workshop in Adelaide in 1990
and is currently a Board Member of the Jam Factory
Craft and Design Centre and Head of the Ceramics
Department at the South Australian School of Art.
Significant exhibitions have been: Tea Sets, Australian
Willow Pattern, Real and Forged - Contemporary Australian
Metal and The Ethereal Edge, JamFactory, 1990, 1991, 1992
and 1993; Diversity in Clay, Mildura Arts Centre, Victoria
in 1993; Family, Tradition and Diversity, National Museum
of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia, 1994; Talking.Listening.,
Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre, 1994; Defrosting
Familiar Tales, Jam Factory, 1995; SOFA New Art Fair,
Chicago, USA, 1996; Mapping the Comfort Zone, Artspace,
Adelaide Festival Centre and meander, NASA, 1997;
offline: An exhibition of soft hardware and Strange Brew, Jam
Factory, 1998 and doll, Artspace, Adelaide Festival
Centre in 1999, touring to Object Gallery, Sydney and Pt
Pirie Tourism and Arts Centre.
In 2000 Jo was one of three artists commissioned to work
on the Adelaide Festival 2000 project titled Karra in the
Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre. Jo has works in the
collections of the Art Gallery of South Australia,
University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba and the
Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, Launceston,
Tasmania. In 1999 Jo completed a series of temporary
installations, The Tanks in the Gawler Ranges, as part of
Waterworks a statewide project linking arts, industry and
community, an initiative of Country Arts SA.
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SARAH CROWEST

HELEN FULLER

JULIE GOUGH

Sarah Crowest studied at Middlesex University, (textile

Helen Fuller completed an MA (Visual Arts), South

Julie Gough has a BA (Prehistory/English Literature)

design), London and Kent Institute, United Kingdom

Australian School of Art, University of SA in 1994.

University of Western Australia, BA (Fine Arts) Curtin

1974 to 1979. Sarah works in dyed and screen printed

Helen has participated in numerous group and solo exhi-

University, BFA (Hons. Sculpture/Painting) UTAS, MFA

textiles and patchwork for exhibitions of one off pieces

bitions in Australia and abroad. Selected exhibitions

Goldsmiths College, University of London (SAMSTAG

as well as commissioned works. Most recent solo exhibi-

include: A New Generation 1983 - 1988, The Phillip Morris

International Visual Arts Scholarship 1997 - 1998) and

tions have been Feckless in Space, Purple Space,

Arts Grant Purchases, Australian National Gallery,

is currently completing a PhD at the University of

JamFactory, Adelaide 1998 and The Perversity of Comfort at

Canberra, 1988; Helen Lillecrapp-Fuller; A visual diary 1979

Tasmania. In 2000 Julie exhibited in: Heart on your sleeve,

Carrick Hill 1996. In 1994 - 1995 her exhibition Love,

- 1991, Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, 1991; Helen

Plimsoll Gallery, University of Tasmania,

Sex and Death was shown at the JamFactory, Craft

Fuller, China World Hotel, Beijing, China Zheijiang

Hobart; Australian Painting Now, Access Gallery, Curtin

Victoria and toured regional South Australia with

Academy of Fine Arts, Hangzhou, China, 1993; Helen

University, Western Australia and Shifting Axis, Bett

Country Arts SA. Sarah has participated in more than

Fuller: BCF, University of South Australia Art Museum,

Gallery, Hobart. In 1999 Julie exhibited in: Mapping our

fifty group exhibitions including doll, Artspace, Adelaide

Adelaide, 1995; Recent Acquisitions, Art Gallery of South

Countries, Djamu Gallery, Australian Museum, Sydney;

Festival Centre touring to Object Galleries, Sydney and

Australia, 1996; All this and Heaven too, Adelaide Biennial

Liverpool Biennial of Contemporary Art, England; Whispers,

Port Pirie Tourism and Arts Centre in 1999; S.O.F.A.

of Australian Art, Art Gallery of South Australia, 1998;

Lies and Text, touring Tasmania, South Australia and New

New Art Fair, Chicago and the 11th Textile Biennial,

False Endings, Canberra Contemporary Art Space,

South Wales; Butcher Cherel, Julie Dowling, Julie Gough,

Tamworth City Gallery, NSW in 1995. Her works are

Camberra, 1998; Vault - Ian North/Helen Fuller,

Artplace, Festival of Perth and Luna Park and the Art of

held in the collections: Powerhouse Museum, Sydney;

Experimental Art Foundation, 1998;…the thing about

Mass Delirium, Museum of Modern Art at Heide, Victoria.

Artbank; Art Gallery of South Australia; Queensland

Present History, Noosa Regional Gallery, Noosa Heads,

In 1998 Julie exhibited in The Kate Challis RAKA Award

Art Gallery; National Gallery of Victoria; Northern

Queensland, 1998; Cosie-She decorated the house and called it

Exhibition, Ian Potter Museum of Art, University of

Territory Museum of Arts and Sciences; Ararat Gallery,

home:Annette McKee/Helen Fuller, JamFactory, 1998. Other

Melbourne; MA (Fine Arts) exhibition Goldsmiths

Victoria and many other collections.

exhibitions in 1998 were: Defiling the object: response to sys-

College, University of London; “Globalising Cultural

tems of collection and display, Nexus Gallery, Adelaide;

Studies?”, Pacific Asia Cultural Studies Conference

False Edgings, Canberra Contemporary Art Space and

Exhibition, Goldsmiths College, London; Telling Tales,

Reform, Griffith Artworks, Griffith University,

Ivan Doughterty Gallery, University of Sydney and Neue

Queensland. In 1999 the artist exhibited Family Snaps #2,

Galerie am Landes Museum Joanneum, Graz, Austria and

J111 Gallery, SASA, University of South Australia. Most

in All this and Heaven too, Adelaide Biennial of Australian

recently Helen was represented in Chemistry, Art in South

Art, Art Gallery of South Australia. Julie has exhibited

Australia 1990 - 2000, Art Gallery of South Australia. In

in Hobart, Melbourne, Perth, Darwin, Canberra, Sydney,

1992 Helen was the first Australia Council/Asialink art-

London, Liverpool, Cologne and Graz. She is currently

ist in residence, Zhejiang Academy of Fine Arts,

working on interpretation projects with Parks and

Hangzhou, China. Helen’s works are held in many collec-

Wildlife in Tasmania.

tions including: The National Gallery of Australia;

Julie has works held in the National Gallery of Australia,

Parliament House Art Colllection, Canberra; Queensland

Canberra; Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart;

Art Gallery; Artbank; Art Gallery of South Australia;

National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Mildura Arts

Museum of Contemporary Art, Brisbane; Flinders

Centre, Victoria; Powerhouse Museum, Sydney and The

University Art Museum; Arco Coal Australia Inc,

Art Gallery of Western Australia.

Brisbane and many other collections.

Y V O N N E K O O L M AT R I E

K AY L AW R E N C E A M

MICHELLE NIKOU

Yvonne Koolmatrie, Ngarrindjeri, born in Wudinna,

Kay Lawrence, studied Tapestry Weaving at Edinburgh

Michelle Nikou completed a Bachelor of Design

Eyre Peninsula, South Australia was introduced to

College of Art, UK 1977 - 1978 and completed post

(Ceramics) and a Graduate Diploma of Arts (Visual Art)

Ngarrindjeri rush weaving in 1982 at a one day workshop

graduate studies (Painting and Printmaking) in 1968 at

at the South Australian School of Art, University of

conducted by the late Ngarrindjeri elder Dorothy

the South Australian School of Art. Kay has had numer-

South Australia in 1990. Nikou received the Kym

Kartinyeri. Group exhibitions: Aboriginal and Pacific

ous public commissions across the country and overseas

Bonython Art Prize in 1990, the EVA Award in 1998, an

Gallery, Sydney; Spinifex Runner, Campbelltown City

including designing and coordinating the production of a

Australia Council New Work Grant in 1998 and an Arts

Bicentennial Art Gallery, Campbelltown, New South

major tapestry for the Prime Minister’s Suite in the new

SA grant to exhibit in Adelaide and Sydney in 2000. In

Wales and national tour, 1999; Mapping Identity, Centre

Parliament House, Canberra, 1987 - 88; designing the

1995 she received the Santos Sydney Studio Scholarship

for Contemporary Craft, Sydney and national tour 1998 -

Women’s Suffrage Centenary Community Tapestries,

through the South Australian Department for the Arts

89; fluent:Emily Kame Kngwarreye, Yvonne Koolmatrie and

Parliament of South Australia, Adelaide, 1993 - 1994

and Cultural Development. Her group exhibitions since

Judy Watson, Australia’s representation at the 47th Venice

which were woven by the Adelaide Community Weavers.

1990 include Fania, University South Australia Art

Biennale and national tour, 1997 - 1979; Off Shore:

Other commissions include a tapestry for the Art Gallery

Museum, Adelaide, 1994; Comfort, First Draft Gallery,

On-site, a component of the SOCOG Festival of the

of South Australia; a major work for Sembler Building St

Sydney, 1997; Defiling the object, Nexus Gallery, Adelaide,

Dreaming, Casula Powerhouse Art Gallery, Sydney 1997;

Petersburg, Florida, USA; a major embroidery commis-

1998 and Chemistry, Art in South Australia 1990 - 2000, Art

Below the Surface, Goulburn Regional Art Gallery, New

sioned for the new Parliament House, Canberra 1984 -

Gallery of South Australia. Nikou has held a solo exhibi-

South Wales and national tour 1995 - 1996; Working the

1986 and many others. She has recently completed the

tion every year since 1993 with Greenaway Art Gallery,

River, Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, 1995; talking.lis-

Barbara Hanrahan Community Tapestry Project for the

Adelaide. Other solo exhibitions have been at Public

tening., Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre, 1994;

Hawke Centre, University of South Australia which was

Domain Art Projects, Adelaide, 1994; Mildura Arts

Murrundi: Three River Murray Stories, Contemporary Art

woven in two public locations, the State Library and at

Centre, Victoria, 1996 and Darren Knight Gallery,

Centre of South Australia, Adelaide, 1993; Two Countries

the Thebarton Branch Library of the City of West

Sydney 1998 and 2000. Michelle’s works are held in the

One Weave, Tandanya National Aboriginal Cultural

Torrens. Kay has held many one person exhibitions

collections of The Art Gallery of South Australia and

Institute, Adelaide, 1991; Aboriginal Women’s Exhibition,

including Lessness, Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre

The University of South Australia Art Museum as well as

Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, National

1985 and Close Ties (with Marcel Marois), University of

in many private collections.

Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne and Tandanya National

Queensland Art Museum, Brisbane and touring in 1999.

Aboriginal Cultural Institute, 1991 - 1992. Yvonne has

In 2000 Kay was represented in Chemistry, Art in South

most recently exhibited in Beyond the Pale, the Adelaide

Australia 1990 - 2000, Art Gallery of South Australia.

Biennial of Australian Art, Adelaide Festival 2000 and

In 1998 she was the HC Coombs Creative Fellow at

Chemistry, Art in South Australia 1990 - 2000, at The Art

Canberra School of Art, ANU and has completed numer-

Gallery of South Australia. Yvonne has been selected for

ous other residencies and artist in community projects.

inclusion in a 2002 Adelaide Festival exhibition to be

Kay’s work has been collected by the Art Gallery of

held at Tandanya, a collaboration between Aboriginal

South Australia; the Art Gallery of Western Australia;

and Maori women artists. Yvonne is represented in many

the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery,

collections in Australia and overseas including The Art

Launceston; The Queensland Art Gallery; The Art

Gallery of South Australia, The National Gallery of

Gallery of Tasmania; Artbank; New Parliament House,

Australia, The Art Gallery of Western Australia, The

Canberra and many other public and private collections.

Art Gallery of New South Wales, Flinders University Art
Museum, South Australia and The Powerhouse Museum,
Sydney.
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NALDA SEARLES

ROSEMARY WHITEHEAD

JOYCE WINSLEY

Nalda Searles completed a BA (Fine Arts), Curtin

Rosemary Whitehead lives on Kangaroo Island and is a

Joyce Winsley is a Nyoongar woman and lives in

University of Technology in 1992 and works in fibre,

member of the artists collective there. She has studied

Narrogin, WA. In 1994, after attending workshops with

textiles and public art. Nalda has exhibited regularly

and worked in textiles since the age of fourteen, in

Nalda Searles, Pantjiti (Mary McLean) and Kate

since 1983. Some exhibitions in which she participated

Australia, USA and the UK. She was awarded a BA

Campbell Pope, Joyce began to produce small figurative

in 2000 were: Australian Heritage Exhibition, Old

(History), University of Adelaide 1980. In 1982 she

works in grasses. In 1999 Joyce’s work was included in

Parliament House, Canberra; Essential Truths Readily to

successfully completed post graduate studies (Tapestry

the exhibitions: Go Along Now, Fremantle Arts Centre,

Hand, Adelaide Festival, Adelaide Festival Centre and

and Drawing) at the Edinburgh College of Art, assisted

WA; doll, Artspace, Adelaide Festival Centre and Object

regional venues; Miniature Works, Kyoto, Japan and the 3rd

by a grant from the Australia Council. Rosemary has

Gallery Sydney; Small figures, Big Lives, Fremantle Arts

Tamworth Fibre Biennnial, touring nationally. Other signif-

exhibited regularly since she was seventeen when her

Centre WA; Many Voices, 13th Tamworth Fibre Biennial,

icant exhibitions have been doll, Artspace, Adelaide

award winning work for the National Rug Event was

Tamworth City Gallery, NSW; Past tense; Emerging

Festival Centre, 1999; Recoverings, Moores Building,

acquired by the National Gallery of Australia. In 1987

Craftspeople, Craftwest Centre for Contemporary Crafts,

Fremantle and Language of the Land: Learning

her work was selected for World Tapestry Today, an inter-

Perth and Recoverings, Moores Building, Fremantle. In

Ngaanyatjarra, Fremantle Arts Centre in 1997; Heavier

national selected touring exhibition. In 1988 she had a

2000 Joyce participated in Beyond the Pale, the Adelaide

Than Air, PICA, WA, 1994 and Sticks and Stones, Eileen

solo exhibition Works Woven and on Paper - an interna-

Biennial of Contemporary Art, Art Gallery of South

Keys and Nalda Searles, Christenson Collection touring in

tional touring exhibition. Pieces from this exhibition

Australia and she is represented in the forthcoming

1989. In 2000 Nalda worked on the Public Art Projects

were purchased for the Powerhouse Museum collection.

Telstra Aboriginal Art Award, Museum and Art Gallery of

Mining and the mural Land with Mary McLean (Pantjiti)

Her most recent exhibitions have been A Leg to Stand On,

the Northern Territory (touring). The artist’s work is

at East Kalgoorlie Primary School. Nalda has given inval-

New Land Gallery and Piggery Bronzes Kangaroo Island,

held in the Berndt Museum, University of WA;

uable assistance in bringing forward the work of

touring throughout 2000 - 2001 with Country Arts SA.

Katanning Council Collection, WA; Australian Capital

Aboriginal artists, travelling thousands of kilometres to

Equity Collection, Perth; the Art Gallery of South

locations where she can assist in women’s work. In this

Australia and the Sir James and Lady Cruthers

way she has enabled work by artists such as Mary McLean

Collection, Perth.

(Pantjiti) to be seen by a national audience. Teaching
and residencies have underpinned Nalda’s practice. Nalda
has works in the collections: Art Gallery of Western
Australia; Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern
Territory; Edith Cowan University; Curtin University;
Murdoch University and Itami Museum, Kyoto.
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